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+ Executive Summary

The Palast Investigative Fund
3357 Cahuenga Blvd West, #13, Los Angeles CA 90068
+1.323.380.7721 | info@GregPalast.com
a 501(c)(3) non-partisan not-for-profit project
of the Sustainable Markets Foundation

September 22, 2020
LaTosha Brown, Co-Founder
Cliff Albright, Co-Founder
Black Voters Matter Fund
Atlanta, Georgia
Re: Errors in Wisconsin Voter Roll Purge List
The Palast Investigative Fund is a project of the 501c3 non-partisan, not-for-profit Sustainable Markets Foundation, New York. This year, our
Fund has retained a team of the nation’s leading experts to review the veracity of voter purge lists in several states.
We are pleased to present you this report of our investigation of a list compiled by ERIC of Wisconsin citizens who are subject to purge from
the voter rolls because they have been marked as “movers” – those who moved out of Wisconsin or out of their home municipality. The list has
been challenged by the Wisconsin State Board of Election as inaccurate, endangering the rights of legitimate voters based on faulty information. The challenge will be heard by the Supreme Court of Wisconsin on September 29 in WILL v Board of Elections. We are not addressing
the legal issues nor advocating for any side in that litigation.
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Our investigation is limited to two questions: Have these voters on the “moved” list, in fact, moved?
Second, is there a measurable bias against voters of color among those who have been erroneously identified as “movers?”
In addition to the Palast Fund’s team of investigators, database specialists, and attorneys, we have retained five consulting firms expert in
the field of Advanced Address List Hygiene, including the US Postal Service licensee, who are the only specialists authorized to answer this
question.
The experts found 39,722 voters on the original scrub list had not moved from their residence of registration, a 25.8% error rate. In
addition, the experts identified 58,404 others who did move but only within their county. Many, if not most, of these would have moved within
their voting jurisdiction. If even half of these are in-jurisdiction movers, then the error rate rises to 44.8%.
In addition, as shown on the attached maps, there is measurable bias against voters of color and low-income voters, and evidence of bias
against young and student voters.
Note that our findings are based on the list of 153,779 voters on the “movers” list given to the Palast Fund by the Wisconsin Board of Elections
in March 2020. The list has been whittled down from over 200,000 to 129,000. Having analyzed the first list as well, our findings remain, in
proportion, unchanged.
For 20 years, this author has investigated mass voter purge operations for The Guardian, Rolling Stone Magazine, Salon.com, BBC Television
and others for a series of by-line print and film reports on voter purges in America and worldwide. We are making this report available to you
in the public interest.

Palast Investigative Fund

Neither Black Voters Matter Fund, nor our foundation funders or our media partners have directed or are responsible for this report, which is
solely based on the independent findings of our expert team.
Given what appears to be large-scale racially biased disenfranchisement of legitimate voters, our foundation has chosen, in the public interest,
to release our report to Black Voters Matter Fund and the public. While the Palast Fund takes no position in the litigation, we believe the Court
should have this expert information, which we will submit in amicus curiae—as a friend of the Court. We have created a website,
SaveMyVote2020.org, where Wisconsinites may look up their names to check if they are subject to disenfranchisement as “movers.”

Yours,

Greg Palast, Principal Investigator

Charts ©Palast Fund – permission to reprint granted with citation.
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+ Executive Summary

"Movers" Who Did Not Move
On September 29, the Wisconsin Supreme Court will
hear arguments on whether to require the cancellation of 129,000 voters’ registrations on grounds that
they have moved their residence.
These voters were identified by a so-called “movers
list” and did not respond to a postcard sent by the
state Board of Elections. This “movers” list was
obtained from a private entity, Electronic Registration
Information Center [ERIC].
Until now, no one had tested the list to ask a simple
question: Had these “movers” actually moved?
To find out, the Palast Investigative Fund retained:
…four of the nation’s leading experts in
address verification, known as Advance
Address List Hygiene specialists including
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…the principal official licensee of the US
Postal Service.
These experts, used the established—indeed, legally
required—method, Advanced Address List Hygiene,
the industry standard for residential address verification, to verify the voters’ addresses name by name,
using 240 data feeds.

Palast Investigative Fund

We found 39,722
Wisconsin voters who
supposedly moved
from their registration
addresses, who, in fact,
had not moved, a minimum
25.8% error rate based on
the 153,779 "movers" list.
This is in addition to our Postal Service licensee who
accessed the deep history files of the Postal Service,
a process required by the Post Office for commercial
enterprises such as eBay and Home Depot.
While the “movers” scrub list has, on last report, been
whittled down to 129,000 voters, we have reviewed
the list of 153,779 we obtained from the Board of
Elections in June 2020.
According to filings with the court, the Board of

Elections fears that the ERIC list may be as much as
15% in error and therefore not suitable for elimination
of voters’ rights. In fact, the list is far more error-filled
than the Board estimates.
We found 39,722 Wisconsin voters who supposedly
moved from their registration addresses, who, in fact,
had not moved, a minimum 25.8% error rate.
This finding is conservative, because the 25.8% error
rate does not include the tens of thousands of other
citizens who have moved within their neighborhood,
some within their buildings. We identified 58,404
voters, 38.0% who moved but only within their county. If even half of these moved locally, the error rate
rises to 45.8%. (We are informed by our legal advisors that both Wisconsin law and the National Voter
Registration Act prohibit canceling the registration of
those who move within their voting jurisdiction.)
In addition, Census-tract level analysis indicates that
this massively erroneous list disproportionately
targets voters of color and low-income voters. Our
experts, as explained in the text below, have determined that the racial bias in this scrub list as well as
bias against younger voters, especially students,
is inherent in the methodology used to create the
“scrub” list.
Again, ours is not a "sampling" of the list, but a detailed name-by-name review of the addresses of the
citizens that this ERIC scrub list would eliminate from
Wisconsin's voter rolls. We will provide all the names
to the Court.
To try to find the source of the “movers” list error
and test findings, we called over 700 of the “movers,”
spoke to them, and in some cases, filmed them,
59—a small sample but consistent with our findings.
We also mailed 1,000 postcards to these “movers”
with only 3.2% returned as undeliverable, also consistent with our findings.
In addition, we interviewed, on-camera, Wisconsin
Election Commissioners and other officials as well as
the CEO of the Wisconsin Institute for Law and Liberty, the group that has brought the lawsuit to enforce
the voter scrub.
To allow targeted registrants to re-register and
restore their ability to vote, the Palast Investigative
Fund has created a website where Wisconsin citizens
can look up their names to see if they are on the
potential purge list: SaveMyVote2020.org
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Introduction: A Two-Decade Record of Investigation

Over the last two decades, Greg Palast has published a series of award-winning investigative reports on voter list purges for The Guardian, Rolling
Stone, Harpers, and on Al Jazeera and BBC Television's Newsnight.
In 2000, for The Guardian, Palast obtained the list
of convicted felon voters purged prior to that year’s
Presidential election—and discovered that almost
all those who lost their rights were, in fact, never
convicted of any crime.
Returning from London to the USA, his home country, Palast established the Investigative Fund to
support deeper journalistic investigations, which
require the hiring of specialists, data base analysts,
attorneys, researchers and, when needed, licensed
detectives.
Prior to his career in journalism, Palast, who holds

a degree in economics from the University of Chicago, was an expert investigator witness for dozens of US attorneys general and the US Justice
Department, and taught statistics as an adjunct.
With the US Elections Commission reporting the
removal of over 16 million citizens from the voter
rolls, the Palast team set out to determine the veracity of voter scrub lists in states with methods
that appear suspect. For that purpose, the Palast
Fund retained four firms expert in the field of Advanced Address List Hygiene, which, as we will explain, is crucial to this analysis.
This is the second report of a series. The first was
released by the American Civil Liberties Union of
Georgia. All our work is funded by the non-partisan
not-for-profit Palast Investigative Fund. Special
funding for this project was received, with thanks,
from the Puffin, Threshold and Cloud Mountain
Foundations. The Palast Fund, not any funder, is
solely responsible for the content and findings of
these reports.
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The Palast Investigative Fund is a project of the
501c3 non-partisan, not-for-profit Sustainable
Markets Foundation, New York.

+ Palast Investigation

The Palast investigations team used over 240 data sources
to verify each voter's address, obtaining, among over 1,700
data points, subscriptions, mortgage payments, deliveries,
credit card activity, DMV records, property tax on primary
residence, etc. Oddly, Wisconsin’s system ignores its own
records: income and local tax payments, etc.—rather, relying
on an opaque, private source, ERIC, whose data sources are
both vague and concealed.

Palast Investigative Fund
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Our experts’ clients include Ebay, Home Depot,
Google, American Express, and most of the large
commercial mailers who cannot afford errors in
deliveries or billings.
The use of the ERIC list combined with failure to
return a post card violates commercial industry
standards and the U.S. Post Office requirements
for address verification and led, as we discovered,
to substantially inaccurate results that deprive
U.S. citizens of their right to vote.

Reasonable Evidence of a Move
Counsel informs us that under the National Voter
Registration Act of 1993, no citizen may be removed from voter rolls unless there is a reasonable effort to determine the voter has moved their
residence from their registration jurisdiction. Cf.
52 U.S. Code § 20507 Requirements with respect
to administration of voter registration; Husted v.
APRI 584 U. S. ____ (2018.)1
Therefore, beginning in 2018, the Palast Investigative Fund retained five of the nation’s leading
firms expert in residential address verification to
answer the question regarding whether U.S. citizens moved from the address on their voter registration.
Swedlund Associates — Mark Swedlund,
Founder: Direct Marketing/mailing expert;
American Fifth Act — John Lenser, CEO: mailing, address hygiene consultant,
Merkle Inc. — Top licensee to the US Postal
Service with special access to the “ProLink”

NCOA files
CompuTech Direct — Experts in address list
data analysis; creator of the attached “waterfall” of results.
We also hired a deconcatenation firm to conform
data to industry standard.
The Palast Fund would like to thank Mr. Lenser
and Mr. Swedlund for working pro bono for these
past two years.
In addition, for interpretations of voting law, we
relied on Jeanne Mirer, Mirer Mazzocchi & Julien
PLLC, our Fund’s pro bono counsel, and Prof. Barbara Arnwine of Columbia University Law School.
Professor Arnwine, formerly Executive Director
of the Lawyers’ Committee for Civil Rights Under
Law and currently President of the Transformative Justice Coalition, is recognized as one of the
nation’s leading experts on voting rights law.
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Commercial Address Verification:
Tested and Cost Effective
John Lenser is and has been CEO of major firms
with long experience in address verification
known as “Advanced Address List Hygiene,” the
industry standard that “can verify a resident’s address with 96%+ accuracy for a cost that is a fraction of the state’s principal method,” that is, sending a postcard to confirm if a person has moved.
While over 240 data sources are used, Lenser and
our Fund began with the Postal Service’s special
ProLink National Change of Address Registry
available from only a handful of licensed vendors—a far deeper list than the free or unlicensed
lists available from unlicensed vendors or the

[...]the industry standard, “can verify a resident’s
address with 96%+ accuracy for a cost that is a fraction
of the state’s principal method,” that is, sending a
postcard to confirm if a person has moved.
1
We are informed that the controversy over the ERIC purge-by-postcard system centers on Wisconsin code which states, “Upon receipt of
reliable information that a registered elector has changed his or her residence ….” Emphasis added.
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Advanced Address List Hygiene vs. ERIC

+ Palast Investigation
post office website.

Regarding cost: The fee for the postal and proprietary data bases runs about 5¢ per address—
versus a postcard, printed, mailed, postage-paid
return plus processing for half a million cards
that can run into the millions of dollars—to obtain
substantially inaccurate results. Wisconsin’s payments to ERIC run far higher than the cost of hiring licensed experts in the field. The cost of using
best industry practice is a fraction of the Wisconsin/ERIC system, especially the cost of postcard
mailings—while industry practice is measurably
more accurate.
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"While a state government
is not required to follow
the rules imposed on
commercial enterprises,
it stands to reason that
a state should follow the
long-tested method of
industry, especially when an
American’s voting right is at
stake, not just the delivery
of a catalogue or bill."

Palast Investigative Fund

Postal Service,
Federal Law Licensee Requirement
While a simplified form of the National Change of
Address (NCOA) registry is available free from the
Postal Service or vendors on the web, the USPS
requires commercial mailers to use a licensed address hygiene expert to certify that address lists
have been cleaned prior to mailing to assure that
the current address of a recipient is both accurate
and deliverable.
Non-governmental enterprises must obtain a
"cast certification" from the Postal Service for
mass mailings because the Postal Service wants
to avoid handling a high volume of undeliverable

and returned mail.
While a state government is not required to follow
the rules imposed on commercial enterprises, it
stands to reason that a state should follow the
long-tested method of industry, especially when
an American’s voting right is at stake, not just the
delivery of a catalogue or bill.
Legal counsel informs us that according to the
National Voter Registration Act of 1993, a state
may establish a voter registration removal program using change-of-address information supplied by the Postal Service but only from a list
obtained from a licensee. The National Voter Registration Act 52 USC Ch. 205(c) states under the
heading, “Voter removal programs,
“(1) A State may meet the requirement of subsection (a)(4) by establishing a program under
which—
“(A) change-of-address information supplied
by the Postal Service through its licensees is
used to identify registrants whose addresses
may have changed….”
Emphasis added. ERIC has not responded to our
queries about their massive inconsistency with
official postal licensee records, nor whether they
employed the required licensee. Our experts tell
us the error rate suggests that ERIC did not use a
USPS licensed specialist or they included names
not on the licensed NCOA list. For our analysis in
Wisconsin, we hired the USPS' leading licensee,
Merkle Inc., with revenue of 1.02 billion.
Counsel informs us that there is an open question as to whether the NVRA’s requirements apply to Wisconsin, which may be exempt because
Wisconsin has a form of same day registration
(SDR). Whether the federal requirement to use the
professional NCOA applies to Wisconsin, it would
seem that the state would want to use the best
list, not a rump compilation of unknown veracity.

Website Listing of
Wrongly Purged Voters
Given that most citizens whom the state has canceled
their voter registrations have no idea that they have lost
their registrations, the Palast Fund has created a website:
GregPalast.com | SaveMyVote2020.org
As a public service, we have created this website to allow
voters to look up their address with links for these voters to
re-register online.
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Bias:
Race, Income, and Age
Our experts also warn that the Wisconsin/ERIC purge-by-postcard
methodology will substantially, disproportionately impact young and urban
voters, and especially, voters of color and low-income voters.

Palast Investigative Fund
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coefficient between median income and the share
at risk of being purged despite not moving is –.54.
In simplest terms: the poorer and “Blacker” the
neighborhood, the more likely a resident is to be
falsely tagged a “mover.”

The Borchert Field neighborhood east of Union
Cemetery is one of the poorest and most segregated areas of Milwaukee. The census block
group containing Borchert Field has a median income of $25,766 and a 97.6% Black population.
Of the block group's 375 residents, 16 are on the
purge list even though they did not move, meaning about 4.3% of all residents (as opposed to all
eligible voters) are on the ERIC purge list despite
not having moved. That's one of the highest rates
in the state.
Just seven miles north, on the western shore of
Lake Michigan, lies the tony suburb of Fox Point.
Its census block group has a median income of
$138,333, more than five times that of Borchert
Field, and fewer than 1% of its 569 residents are
Black. Of those residents, just one is on the ERIC
purge list despite not having moved —that's less
than one-fifth of one percent.
These two areas — Borchert Field and Fox Point
— illustrate how race and income interact to potentially disenfranchise the least privileged members of society. Across Milwaukee County, the
poorer areas with more Black residents also tend
to have a higher share of residents marked for
purging even though they did not actually move.

Technical note:
Among the 858 census block groups in Milwaukee County (median population = 1,011.5), the correlation coefficient between the percent at risk of
being purged despite not moving and the percent
who are Black is +.62. Conversely, the correlation
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Race, Income, Urban, Age Bias in “Purge
by Postcard”
Racial, income, location (urban vs suburban/
rural) and age bias is endemic to the ERIC/Wisconsin purge process. Whether conducted deliberately or unintentionally, we are unable to say.
The first problem is using the failure to return a
postcard is not, as the Wisconsin/ERIC system
suggests, dispositive proof that the recipient
has moved. As our expert team informs me
unanimously, the assumption that all recipients
will read and return postcards is measurably
wrong—“laughably wrong,” according to direct
mail specialist Mark Swedlund.
Indeed, the Wisconsin Board of Elections reports
that only 6,351 out of 341,855 voters, a minus-
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As can be seen in the color-coded maps (pg.5),
we identified by Census tract all Milwaukee area
“movers” who in fact did not move. Then using
Census data on race and income, ran what statisticians call a “regression analysis “with quite clear
results.

+ Palast Investigation

cule 1.8%, returned the cards. That is a typical
response rate, Swedlund explains, for verified
address recipients. Simply put, most Americans
throw away what they consider “junk mail.”
And postcards, both Swedlund and Wychocki tell
us, are the mail least likely to get a response (versus, say, a letter). Also, astonishingly, while the
state has most voters’ telephone numbers (and
can, at far less cost than postage, obtain emails),
no voters are called, emailed or otherwise contacted despite their fundamental rights at stake.
It should also be noted that the Wisconsin system effectively abuses the ERIC list, mailing, it
appears, to any voter thought to have moved despite the fact that local moves are not subject to
registration cancellation.
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The Milwaukee Journal Sentinel found Sequanna
Taylor on the list of those who allegedly moved
from the City of Milwaukee. We spoke with
Ms. Taylor, a Milwaukee County Supervisor and
School Board member, who affirmed that she did
not leave the city but rather moved “a couple of
streets over” within her voting jurisdiction.
We spoke with dozens more with a similar experience, moving temporarily, locally or not having
moved at all including Luis Vargas, Michel Castro-Espana and Phyo Zin Kyaw, a Madison College student who said, “Because I’d moved two
houses down from where I used to live I [am on
the list to be] removed from the voter roll. And
that’s just not fair.”

Palast Investigative Fund
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Our experts note that a card returned as undeliverable does not, in and of itself, indicate that
a voter has permanently moved residence. Our
address hygiene experts found 4,967 voters to
whom the Post Office would not make a delivery because they are missing or have unverified
“secondary addresses,” i.e. a missing apartment
or back house number. Cards sent to these voters would be returned, yet this is no indication the
voter has made a registration-canceling move.
Note that we did not include more than five thousand voters on the purge list who likely did not
move but are in the group of “edit drops2”—mail
the Postal Service won’t deliver because of a
missing apartment number and similar

Demographic bias in mail response rates
More troublesome, postcard response rates,
Swedlund informs us, vary widely among demographic groups.
According to the US Census Bureau’s Mail Response/Return Rates Assessment (Decennial
Statistical Studies Division), there is a huge difference in official government postcard return rates:
far lower for young, urban (renting), low-income,
and citizens of color and those for whom English
is a second language.
Age bias: There are two problems that wrongly
capture younger voters. First, younger voters are
itinerant, far more likely to move (dorm room to

dorm room, apartment to apartment.)
Second, young voters are very unlikely to respond
to a post card—it is not how younger citizens
communicate as noted by Census studies. (Table
7) As AFA’s Lenser states:
The system where you save your vote by
sending in a postcard would be detrimental
or prejudicial against younger people. And we
found that the mailing lists skewed toward
younger people. There was probably a 30 or
40% greater likelihood of younger people being on the list against other age groups.
Income/Urban: One little-mentioned fact is that,
according to direct mail specialist Michael Wychocki, the Post Office fails to deliver 4% to 20%
of mail to large buildings in low-income urban
centers. And renters are movers, though, as we
found in one case , a voter was purged for moving from one apartment to another in the same
building. And even if received, as mentioned, the
probability of low-income, urban renters returning
official mail is slim.
Racial bias: All the other factors of bias create a
racial bias as well. African-American and Hispanic voters tend to be more urban, more likely to be
renters, have lower income and are, measurably,
a younger registration demographic. Not surprisingly, all-English text is also a major barrier to returning the cards, especially among Asian-Americans according to registration organizations.
(Table 10)
The author of this report contacted the Wisconsin

Institute for Law and Liberty (WILL), the plaintiff
seeking cancellation of the voters based on the
ERIC+postcard method and spoke at length with
its President, Rick Esenberg, who told us that he
had not conducted any demographic analysis of
the purge list’s racial, age or income bias. Neither
has the Board of Elections conducted an analysis of demographic bias in the purge-by-postcard
system according to interviews with Commissioners and staff.
We hope this review will provide probative value
to all parties. +
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What began as a way to
extend voting rights to
the under-represented
can, depending on the
state's use or mis-use of
the list, become a tool of
mass disenfranchisement
and vote suppression.

Palast Investigative Fund
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What is the source of “Mover”
Error Rate?
How could the ERIC purge-by-postcard system
produce a list of “moved” voters that is so extraordinarily wrong?
The explanation, according to experts on our
team, is that first and foremost, the state sent
out address confirmation postcards to hundreds
of thousands of voters without first applying Advance Address List Hygiene methods. Again, the
Postal Service requires applying address list hygiene for mass mailings, but cannot impose this
on a state agency.

Finally, the ERIC list, despite the unusually high
cost to the state, uses crude, untested data
points—and extremely few of these. It is unclear—and unlikely from the results—that ERIC
uses a licensed USPS vendor.
We turned to interviews with the principals for insight.
WILL’s Mr. Esenberg told us that his group had
conducted no independent assessment of the accuracy of the list, neither the accuracy of the ERIC
list nor the efficacy of non-return of postcards. (In
fairness to WILL, he explained that their argument
for enforcing a purge is legal, not factual.)
Nor did the Board of Elections conduct a full industry-standard independent test—though staff
has, apparently through sampling, estimated an
error rate of up to 15%.
This year, we made six attempts to contact ERIC
and its members without response. However, in
2014, while working for Rolling Stone and Al Jazeera America, we were able to speak at length

17
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Second, that the failure to return a postcard, as
Lenser and Swedlund tell us, is confirmation that
the voter does live at that address, unless returned as undeliverable. Even undeliverables are
not proof positive of a move—nor a move out of
jurisdiction.

+ Palast Investigation

with ERIC’s founding director, David Becker. The
discussion provides some insight about when
and how ERIC went wrong.
Mr. Becker explained that ERIC was originally
created to increase voter registration. It was not
constructed as a “scrub” list to hunt for fraudulent
voters (the justification for a purge). The distinction is important—because ERIC was seeking to
find the widest list of potential movers, not the
most accurate. ERIC requires its members to
send postcards to citizens who move into a jurisdiction to encourage them to register at their
new location.

Palast Investigative Fund
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If the ERIC list results in sending a card to the
wrong John Jackson, there is no harm: Mr. Jackson ignores the “junk mail,” but doesn’t do the registration.
However, after its formation by the PEW Charitable Trust, ERIC was spun off as an independent
entity wholly in control of officials of its now 30
member states. America is unique among most
Western democracies in placing partisan officials
in charge of voter rolls, rarely expert in Address
List Hygiene. Each state handles the ERIC list differently, few, from our cursory survey, for a purge
such as conducted in Wisconsin.
When the ERIC list is used to eliminate voting
rights, its overly wide capture and simplistic
match systems, an asset in citizen outreach,
now becomes a dangerously flawed, and racially biased tool. ERIC’s Becker expressed his concern that, “No question, the most highly mobile,
the poor, the Black, the young,” are caught up in
ERIC’s sweep. What began as a way to extend
voting rights to the under-represented can, depending on the state's use or mis-use of the list,
become a tool of mass disenfranchisement and
vote suppression.
We found 116 John Jackson’s on the 2014 ERIC
list in Virginia. Based on a crude ERIC matching
algorithm, they all lost their right to vote.

Embargoed and Proprietary | Palast Investigative Fund
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+ American Fifth Act Inc.
511 San Pedro Cove
San Rafael, CA 94901
(415) 415.446.8418
John Lenser, CEO

Report for Palast Investigative Fund
July 9, 2020
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On February 27, 2020 American Fifth Act, Inc. was
retained by the Palast Investigative Fund, a non-partisan, not-for-profit project of the Sustainable Markets
Foundation to process a list of 232,579 registered
voters of the State of Wisconsin in preparation for
a mailing of a questionnaire to a sample of the list.
This list was made available to the public by the
Board of Elections and consists of voters subject to
cancellation of their registration based on information they had moved from their municipality—and had
failed to respond to a postcard from the Board. The
identification of these alleged “movers” was generated by ERIC (Electronic Registration Information
Center.)

On June 24, 2020 a second list was provided of
154,377 registered voters who have been removed
from the rolls for the same reason. This list, substantially a sub-set of the first list, was also public record
but a custom order that was fulfilled by Wisconsin’s
Badger Voter Records System (https://badgervoters.
wi.gov/faq.html). Upon processing, only 153,779 records were complete and could be further processed;
9,622 records did not match the original file.

The processing of a mailing list is required by the
United States Postal Service prior to mailing to assure that mailing lists are accurate, have the current
address of the recipient, and are deliverable. As a
byproduct of such processing, detailed reports are
generated as to the those who still live at the address
submitted, those who have moved along with new,
current addresses, and deliverability of addresses. A
report of this processing is presented below for both
of the above lists.

The processing and analysis of the list was performed by John Lenser, CEO of American Fifth Act,
Inc. John Lenser has extensive experience in list
hygiene, circulation planning, and modeling for catalog and e-commerce companies. American Fifth Act
worked with respected and experienced firms in the
field of list hygiene, Computech Corp and Merkle Inc,
a full service licensee of the US Postal Service ProLink National Change of Address Registry (NCOA).

The processing and analysis of the list was performed
by John Lenser, CEO of American Fifth Act, Inc.

Primary File of 232,579 Registered Voters
Applying the NCOA and PCOA to the initial primary
2020 Wisconsin List
Input to Address Hygiene

To determine whether a purged voter continued to
reside at the address indicated on their voter registration or had moved, American Fifth Act utilized the
same advanced list hygiene technology that is used
to ensure the accuracy and deliverability of direct
mail for many national mailers. For direct mailers,
this very inexpensive technology either validates that
the customer still lives at their current address or
provides a new address for mailing.

The National Change of Address (NCOA) database
provided by the United States Postal Service and
Proprietary Change of Address (PCOA) advanced
address hygiene tools provided by several specialized
vendors were used to process the list of Wisconsin
voters. The United States Postal Services NCOA
maintains a change of address file of moves submitted by individuals for the prior 48 months. For
advanced address hygiene, PCOA was provided by
Merkle, Inc. who is a licensee of the United States
Postal Service for NCOA processing.

PCOA processing virtually eliminates undeliverable
mail, either updating the address or identifying those
addresses that cannot be resolved. It identifies
significantly more change of addresses than can
be identified through NCOA although NCOA is one
component of Merkle’s processing. Merkle’s consumer “knowledgebase” consists of over 240 million
individuals for whom there are over 200 contributing
sources such as commercial billing entities that
corroborate the identity and present location of each
individual.

Results

Unverified Records

Percentage

232,579
24,122

10.37%

208,457

89.63%

Move within same County in WI

97,135

41.76%

Moved out of WI

24,501

10.53%

Moved outside of County within State of WI

37,932

16.31%

161

0.07%

48,728

20.95%

9,353

4.02%

39,375

16.73%

Verified Records

WI Deceased
No Record of Move — at address of registration
Total Edit Drops
Mailable Individuals – at address of registration
(i.e. not moved)

file confirmed conservatively that 39,375 voters
or 17% of the total file still reside at their original
address and are mailable. Another 97,135 or 41.8%
have moved within the same county in Wisconsin.
37,932 or 16.3% moved outside of their original county but within Wisconsin. Only 24,501 or 10.5% moved
outside the state of Wisconsin.

The sum of voters we are confident have
not moved from their county is no less than
136,510 or 58.7% of voters on the original
“Movers” list.

We can only confirm that 62,433, or about one in four
voters, have moved from their county of registration.
That is, 170,146 cannot be verified as having moved
from their county where they are registered.

As indicated in the chart, 24,122 could not be verified
as living at their address or having moved and another 9,353 were considered ‘edit drops” because of
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Output

+ American Fifth Act Inc.
511 San Pedro Cove
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John Lenser, CEO

defects in their address. Many of these may well still
2020 Wisconsin List—Subset
Input to Address Hygiene
Unverified Records
Verified Records

Output
153,779
7,030
146,749

Move within same County in WI

58,404

38.0%

Moved out of WI

23,274

15.1%

Moved outside of County within State of WI

24,622

16.0%

727

0.5%

39,722

25.8%

8,741

5.7%

30,981

20.1%

WI Deceased
No Record of Move — at address of registration
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Total Edit Drops
Mailable Individuals – at address of registration
(i.e. not moved)

live at their address of registration, we simply cannot
affirm such with confidence.

Applying the NCOA and PCOA to the second sub-set
file of 153,779 records confirmed conservatively that
30,981 voters or 20.1% of the total file still reside
at their original address and are mailable. Another
58,404 or 38% have moved within the same county
in Wisconsin. 24,622 or 16% moved outside of their
original county but within Wisconsin. Only 23,274 or
15.1% moved outside the state of Wisconsin.

Palast Investigative Fund

address of registration was mailed a post card that
contained a questionnaire. The postcard,
mailed by first class mail, also contained
Percentage
a USPS service request of change service
requested. This will result in the USPS advising of any undeliverable pieces or change
of addresses. Only 32 of these cards were
4.6%
returned (3.2%), consistent with the ad95.4%
vanced address hygiene processing.

The sum of voters we are confident have not
moved from their county is no less than 98,126
or 63.8% of voters on the list of those who are
threatened with removal from the voter rolls
using the list provided by ERIC.

Mailing
On July 6, 2020, a random sample of 1000 records
pulled from the 30,981 Mailable Individuals – At
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About Greg Palast and the
Palast Investigative Fund

Palast is a Puffin Foundation Fellow in Investigative
Reporting and, among his awards, was last year
named International Reporter of the Year by the
Association of Mexican Journalists for his multination investigations of vote suppression.
For two decades, before turning to journalism,
Palast was an investigator and expert witness in
major corporate racketeering, fraud and regulatory
cases for several US state attorneys general, the
US Justice Department and governments on four
continents.
Palast, who earned his degree in economics from
the University of Chicago, is author of the United
Nations guide to industry regulation, based on his
lectures at the Department of Applied Economics
at Cambridge University and the University of
Sao Paolo. Palast taught statistics at Indiana
University.
Palast’s popular writings included a 5-year series
of investigative reports for The Guardian, Inside
Corporate America, and five bestselling books
including The Best Democracy Money Can

Buy and several documentary reports for BBC,
Channel 4 UK, and ARTE Europe.
With proceeds from his bestsellers, Palast
founded the non-partisan, not-for-profit Palast
Investigative Fund, now a project of the 501c3
non-partisan not-for-profit Sustainable Markets
Foundation. The Fund is supported by the Puffin,
Park, Cloud Mountain and other foundations
dedicated to journalism. The Fund’s purpose is
to support long term, often multi-year, technically
complex investigations in alliance with major
news outlets.
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The Fund fields a team, currently 20 strong, of
investigators, researchers, technical experts, and
a production crew.
The team is also completing a series of television
PSAs and longer form broadcasts for one of
America’s premier production companies on
protecting the right to vote in 2020.
Palast, 68, has recently returned to live in Los
Angeles, where he was born.

Left, top: Palast with Ms. Jordan,
cousin of Martin Luther King Jr.
and victim of voter purge.
Left, bottom, Palast interviewing
Martin Luther King III in his home.
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For 20 years, Greg Palast has investigated racial
voter suppression as a reporter for The Guardian,
BBC Television Newsnight, Rolling Stone, Harper’s,
Salon, and elsewhere. His film and print exposé
of mass purges in Georgia and elsewhere won
Al Jazeera the Global Editor’s award for data
journalism.
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